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Dear Mr Barry, 
 
I have pleasure in submitting UKSA’s comments on the Company Law Reform White Paper, 
Cm 6456.  As a national association representing the interests of private individual 
shareholders in quoted companies, we have concentrated our attention on matters 
affecting public companies.    
 
The subject that concerns us most is that of enfranchisement of individuals holding shares 
in nominee names.  Our position on this is set out in the body of our comments (Section 
3.2).  However, we feel that this is an area where possibly too much attention has been 
paid to the interests and convenience of those operating the nominee companies and this 
is a problem well able to be solved within the capability of existing technology. 
 
We do, however, strongly support the acceptance by the White Paper that electronic 
communication will become the norm.  It makes possible rapid and economical 
communication with shareholders and enables private individuals to have access to 
information on a level with institutions.  Hence any reservations about points related to 
this issue in the body of our submission should be seen as simply protecting the position 
of individuals who are not yet “e-literate” or where security problems have not yet been 
overcome.  We do not wish to give any impression that we are backward looking in this 
area. 
 
Our Working Group on this matter would be delighted to explain further any aspect of our 
thinking or to join in discussions with the Department.  Should you wish to pursue this 
thought please contact the leader of the Working Group who is Roy Colbran on 020 8654 
0314 e-mail: roycolbran@aol.com . 
 
Could you also kindly acknowledge receipt of this submission to Roy Colbran’s  
e-mail address. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
David Blundell 
Chairman 

UKSA 
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Chapter 3 
 
1. Section 3.1 – Access to timely, transparent company information.  UKSA 

welcomes the intention to require quoted companies to place their 
preliminary announcements and full Accounts and Reports on their websites 
and agrees that this information should be available to all members of the 
public. But UKSA believes that far more information should be disclosed in 
order to meet fully the Government’s objective of transparency. A much 
higher level of disclosure is already provided by most UK quoted companies 
and this should become the norm. It is recommended that the following 
additional information should be made available on company websites:  

All Regulatory News Announcements (RNS and others) 
All communications to quoted equity, preference, convertible and debt 

holders. 
Prospectuses, placing documents and Trust Deeds 
Presentations to shareholders and other investors 

 
UKSA believes that the Bill should take greater advantage of the cheap 
archiving opportunities of the web.  So all such information should, in 
general, remain on a company’s website for a normal minimum of five years 
and be archive retrievable for a further minimum five years.  

 
 UKSA believes that it is vital that every effort is made to ensure that the 

private investor has access to information that is widely available to 
investment institutions. The provision of such information to private investors 
would impose little additional cost on companies, if placed on their websites, 
yet it would yield significant benefits in terms of more informed decisions by 
private investors and more effective competition for institutional fund 
managers. 

 In cases of actual or potential company insolvency there is a paucity of 
information and opportunities for constructive dialogue available to equity 
and preference shareholders. While in many instances it may be that nothing 
can be saved for the shareholders there will be others where, with someone 
taking account of their interests, there might be.  Whether or not that 
applies UKSA proposes that an obligation should be placed upon all parties 
involved in such situations to keep informed all those who have an economic 
interest in the company and to enter into meaningful dialogue if requested.  



 
 
 
 
 

 

UKSA believes that this request is fully in accordance with the Government’s 
declared desire for timely and transparent company information. 

2. Section 3.1 - Right to propose a resolution and have it circulated at the 
Company’s expense. We generally welcome this.  We hope that we interpret 
Clause D59 correctly as meaning that while distribution of the accompanying 
statement might be prevented on grounds of publicity for defamatory matter 
that does not apply to the resolution itself.  

 As regards the minimum numbers for the requisition, it is important that the 
minimum of 100 refers to beneficial owners so that there is no question of 
one such owner being able to count numerous holdings in different nominee 
names.  The £100 paid-up capital requirement could be unduly onerous where 
paid-up capital has not been updated in line with current values.  This limit 
seems a clumsy way of dealing with very small holdings and we suggest a 
market value limit, say £1,000, on a defined date.    

We are concerned that the risk of having to pay both sides’ costs  (sub-clause 
D59 (2)) might be an undue deterrent bearing in mind that the requisitioners 
may be up against a large public company prepared to throw big resources at 
the case.  We would like to see a cheap and speedy clearance procedure, a 
“safe harbour”, for potential requisitioners.  It is also not clear what happens 
to the timetable for the circulation of the statement if the company goes to 
court using this sub-clause bearing in mind that there may be only 14 days 
between the last date for submission of the requisition and the AGM. 

3. Section 3.1 – Facilitating e-communications.  UKSA agrees that the default 
method of general communication between traded companies and their 
shareholders should be by e-mail and website. However, not all private 
shareholders can be contacted by these means and it is considered not only 
that the option to receive hard copy communications must be preserved but 
also that this option be prominently displayed whenever members are invited 
to receive communications and information electronically.  We are also 
concerned that the default to e-communication can be applied after only one 
failure to respond [sub-clauses F2 10(3)(b) and F3 11(4)(b)]. We note from the 
Explanatory notes that the Government is still considering the position of 
shareholders who fail to provide an e-mail address. We understand from 
speaking to the department that they might have to be sent a postal 
notification of availability of information on the website leaving them to find 
their own way to the site.  Even so, we suggest that there must be at least 
two failures to respond before the default option can apply, regardless of 
whether the communication has been electronic or by post. 

UKSA believes, however, that communications or correspondence containing 
personal information should remain hard copy by default until concerns 
regarding Internet security have been satisfactorily resolved. 



 
 
 
 
 

 

The explanatory material for F7 refers to e-communications, which bounce.  
However, there are other problems that must be carefully considered before 
legislating e.g. there are many reasons why an e-mail can fail without the 
sender being aware of it.                                                                                        

 
4. Section 3.2 – Enfranchising indirect investors.  UKSA regards this as a 

key issue given the increasing pressure to hold shares in nominee names and 
the fact that it is obligatory for shares held in PEPs and ISAs. The 
Department’s proposals are facilitative rather than mandatory and UKSA does 
not believe that this is adequate.  For example, at the moment Alliance Trust 
(a big provider of PEPs and ISAs) provides information to companies that 
make it easy for them to send Reports and Accounts to indirect shareholders.  
Yet few companies take advantage of this and this is an example of how the 
facilitative approach may not achieve the desired response   

In our view, it is essential that enfranchisement must mean having the right 
to vote directly, to attend meetings and receive communications i.e. the 
same rights as a direct holder 

We are not clear why the chosen route towards enfranchisement is the 
complicated one of (partially) enabling nominees to assign “all or any 
specified” rights (presumably to the beneficial holders, although the draft 
does not say so), instead of the more direct route of legislating that the 
beneficial holders through the nominee accounts of registered brokers are 
ipso facto enfranchised, with all the rights of an on-the-register shareholder – 
including the power to assign those rights.   There would, of course, have to 
be arrangements for exemptions e.g. blind trusts where the shareholder 
would not even want to know what his holdings were.  If, nevertheless, the 
proposed model is retained we think that the necessary enabling clauses in a 
company’s articles should be mandatory for any quoted company, and should 
enable the assignment of all rights, not “all or any specified rights”. Further, 
the Department should signal its intention to legislate to make it mandatory 
for all registered brokers to offer to assign their shareholder rights to their 
customers. 

In this connection we note that The European Commission in its latest 
consultation1 proposes on page 17 that the person for whose account an 
intermediary holds shares shall have a right to a power of attorney. 

5. Section 3.3 – Conflicts of interest. The drafting of this whole section (clauses 
B6 onwards) has become extremely complicated and, we suggest, very 
difficult for a non-lawyer to understand what is, and what is not, applicable.  
We suggest that it merits careful reconsideration to see whether a clear 
statement of principles could cover the situation.     

                                                 
1 Fostering an Appropriate Regime for Shareholder Rights.  Second consultation by the Internal Market Director 
General MARKT/13.05.2005 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 In Clause B6 (4) there is an enormous difference between (a) and (c).  Where 
(c) is applied, that is where the directors themselves authorise a conflict 
situation, we consider that the fact should be reported in the annual report, 
subject to a suitable de minimis rule. 

6. Section 3.5 The audit  We agree with the principle of limitation of auditor 
liability but are concerned at the formula proposed in the White Paper.  This 
seems to be a recipe for legal proceedings since it will be impossible for out-
of-court settlements to be agreed, whether by alternative dispute resolution 
or otherwise, until there is an adequate number of precedents to show how 
courts interpret these provisions.   We do not understand the objections to 
companies being allowed to agree monetary caps individually provided that 
this is publicly disclosed. 

 We are unconvinced of the value of disclosing auditors’ engagement letters 
whereas knowledge of the terms of resignation letters could be of 
considerable value.  A shareholder’s right to question auditors would also be 
useful and consistent with their appointment by the members.  A member of 
our working group recalled an occasion when he was allowed by the Chairman 
to put a question to the auditor and how much information emerged. 

 
Chapter 4 

 
7. Section 4.2 – Resolutions and Meetings.  We believe that the present 21 day 

minimum period for AGMs has a lot to recommend it for private shareholders 
who are less likely than institutions to have the resources to respond quickly 
and may be away from home when notice is received.  We think that it is 
unsatisfactory to have to rely on adherence to the Combined Code, which 
could itself be changed without agreement on behalf of private shareholders.  
Accordingly UKSA would strongly prefer that a minimum of 21 days be 
retained and incorporated in the Bill.  We note that the EC consultation 
mentioned on page 3 proposes a minimum of 21 business days, i.e. one month, 
for AGMs. 

Our members, many of whom often attend AGMs, are concerned at the trend 
to do away with show of hands voting.  We think that it is very important that 
the Directors and others present are made aware of the feeling of those 
attending who vote having heard all the arguments.  We appreciate that 
adverse votes at the meeting will often be overturned by the institutional 
proxy votes but that does not detract from the argument.  Hence we would 
like to see it being obligatory to have votes of the members at the meeting 
taken and announced before the proxies are taken into account. 

8. Section 4.4 – Dematerialising Share Certificates.  In principle UKSA 
welcomes the introduction of de-materialisation but security and legal title 
must be assured under the new system with statements and notices being 
issued whenever a transaction takes place.  (It is worth noting that security 



 
 
 
 
 

 

of title is not good under present systems).  The following important matters 
should also be considered:  i) The maintenance of existing facilities e.g. 
ability to take a charge on shares in security for a loan.  ii) Shareholders 
incurring no additional costs as a result.  iii) Shareholders retaining a direct 
link with the registrars and the same rights to receive reports and notices, to 
attend meetings and vote as at present.  iv) The facility to transfer shares 
privately, e.g. in case of gift, being as simple as at present. 

9.  Section 4.7 – Register of Members.  Public access to share registers is to be 
preserved and we agree with this; yet there are already significant concerns 
regarding privacy and vulnerability to fraud and intimidation, which are 
directly relevant to private shareholders.  We believe that there should be 
more discussion about the proposed details of revised company law in this 
area, and the underlying principles behind them.    

10.  Section 4.8 – Notice Period for Pre-emption Rights.  We recognise that the 
proposed power to reduce the statutory minimum period for acceptance of 
rights issues is in line with Paul Myners’s recommendations to deal with the 
problems of hi-tech and similar companies that need to raise money quickly.  
However, we would be very concerned if a period below 21 days became the 
norm.  We think that any period below 21 days should only be allowable if a 
substantial majority of the shareholders have agreed in advance, the 
majority required being sufficient to protect minority shareholders.    
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